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From the Editor/President
Happy New Year and best wishes to all of you and your family for 2019, from everyone else in
the Canberra Survey Corps Association. This first newsletter for 2019 includes reports on
late-2018 events of the Association and like previous years includes a summary of the perhaps
more significant things that the Corps was doing 100 years ago and the decade years since. I
especially thank contributors of articles in this newsletter: John Mobbs, Bob Williams and
Charlie Watson.
Please continue to send to me for publication, anecdotes, photographs and stories of what we
did, how we did it and who did it, or anything which you believe is of interest to our
members. Of special interest are biographical sketches and memories.
Last but not least please add the events for the year (see the Fridge Magnet) to your diaries.

Peter Jensen
Editor/President pajmjensen@gmail.com
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Remembrance Day Dinner 2018
By Peter Jensen

A sincere thank you to Secretary Charlie once again for organising the Annual Remembrance
Day dinner and reunion, which has been held each year since 1965. Our venue of the last few
years, The Haig Restaurant, is closed at the moment so we returned to The Mercure Hotel –
the old Ainslie Hotel, not far from the Australian War Memorial. Attendance was about the
same as the last few years, not big in number, but those who were there enjoyed the evening
evident by the waitress telling us that it was closing time for the staff there. Those who kept
the tradition going this year were: Rob and Tosha McHenry, Charlie Watson, Ross and
Catherine Jenkins, John Bullen, Roger Hancock, Peter and Jenny Jensen. Apologise included
Dawn Laing and some who thought they might sleep in the next day and miss the Centenary
Remembrance Day ceremony. Charlie kept the tradition of supplying a Corps port crock –
with the contents diluted with other ports – from which we all toasted “the memory of those
who died, absent friends and all those who served”.
John presented to me for safe keeping, books of Survey Corps unit and personal histories. I
will check which of these are not in the Australian War Memorial research library, which is
open to all visitors to the Memorial, and offer them as donated publications:








History of New Guinea Survey Section later 8 Australian Field Survey Section, Jack S
Viccars
Long Way Too Much, Being the Last Parade of the New Guinea Survey Section, 19421943, produced by RA Svy, August 1995
My First Eighty Years, Hunter Rogers, 1982 (a Gallipoli veteran and member of Aust
Corps Topographic Section in France 1918, and a cartographer with the Australian
Historical Mission to Gallipoli and the Middle East led by CEW Bean in 1919)
Memories of 2 Australian Field Survey Company 1940-1944, Lieutenant-Colonel HPG
Clews, published 1966
Soldier Surveyors, A History of the 3 Australian Field Survey Company (AIF) 19401945, Heather McRae and the unit Association, produced by RA Svy 1996
Military Map Makers in Northern Australia 1943-45, 1 Sect 6 Aust Army Topo Svy
Coy, Hunt JF, 1998
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SNAGA 2018 – 4 December at Narrabundah
By Peter Jensen

SNAGA 2018 hopefuls- L to R Owen Moss, Peter Jensen, John Mobbs, Rob McHenry, Andrew McLeod,
Dennis Puniard, John Gregs kneeling with The Shark hat (Photo courtesy Andrew)

On a perfect weather day Tuesday 4th December, seven of us lined up at Capital Public Golf
Course, Narrabundah for the prestigious RA Svy SNAGA trophy. As usual scores were not kept,
with the winner being decided by popular vote of the ‘most noteworthy or memorable’ play
of the day. The clubhouse bar/Italian restaurant had closed since SNAGA 2017, so we
decided to play only nine holes then retire to the Harmonie German Club across the road to
discuss the day’s play and vote for the winner/s.
Rob started us off with a beautiful straight and long ‘this is how you drive’ right down the
middle of the fairway. Frustratingly for us mere golf mortals Rob played to his low handicap
for most of the day – just as well we weren’t scoring and maybe that is something to fix next
year. With only nine holes to get it right we were soon amongst contenders for the coveted
trophy. Owen led early with a beautiful nine metre putt, yes straight into the hole. There
were hooks, slices and fades and we all complained that the holes seemed to move on the
greens as the ball made it to the vicinity. John M successfully pleaded with the judges not to
disqualify him for hitting Dennis’s ball, being let off on the ‘seniors defence’ that it was done
unknowingly along with the mitigating fact that Dennis then hit his ball.
But the vote went to the three ‘balcony burglars’ - Andrew, Owen and Peter playing in the
second group who all hooked their tee-shots on the par 3, 107 metre, third-hole, onto the
first floor balcony of the housing units bordering the length of the short fairway. Just to
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emphasise the noteworthiness was the second tee-shot for all three, where they joined John
G on the green off the tee.
Back at the club after the game John G and Peter reminisced over the original SNAGA which
was the annual golf competition between Directorate of Survey – Army and Directorate of
Engineers – Army, when both Army Headquarters Directorates were next-door neighbours at
Campbell Park Offices in the 1980s and 1990s. So the acronym SNAGA – nothing to do with a
sausage sizzle – but ‘Sappers Not A Golfer’s A_______’ (censored). I recall that the last
Survey/Engineers SNAGA was played in 1996 at Moorebank – my RAE partner was a Nuclear,
Biological and Chemical warfare specialist and got a pager-call on about the 3rd green to be
at Sydney airport in three hours for a task in the Middle East.

Christmas Happy Hour 2018
By Peter Jensen

Twelve of us reported late Thursday afternoon 6th December to the very popular after work
Duxton Bar/Restaurant at O’Connor Shops for a very enjoyable catch up with Corps mates. A
better roll call than last year and great to see some who have been absent from other events
that we had throughout the year. The purpose of this event is to provide another ‘catch-up’
opportunity over a few drinks and/or bar snacks or a meal if you wish. Roll call – Charlie
Watson, Danny Galbraith, Dennis Puniard, Peter Ralston, Brian Sloan, Mark Heinrich, Steve
and Helen Cooper, Ross and Catherine Jenkins, Owen Moss and Peter Jensen. So mark
Thursday 5th December 2019 in your calendars at the same venue.

100 years ago and each ten years since – some happenings
in the Royal Australian Survey Corps
By Peter Jensen

In the first edition of the newsletter of the last few years I have written an article about
military survey and the Survey Section RAE/Australian Survey Corps 100 years ago. I have also
added a snapshot of some of what was happening in the Corps each ten years since, so that
each year 1915 to 1996 will be covered over ten years. Also included is ‘75 years ago’ to
cover in the next few years the Corps’ massive and remarkable efforts in the Second World
War. For this year it is relevant that we recall the decisions of 110 years ago that led to a
permanent full-time military survey capability and six years later the formation of the
Australian Survey Corps (Permanent).
110 years ago – 1909. The arrangements for part-time Australian Intelligence Corps officers
(qualified in topography and draughting) to provide the military survey of Australia was not
satisfying the requirements for the defence of Australia. On advice of Lieutenant-Colonel CF
Close, Royal Engineers (Survey), head of the Geographical Section of the General Staff
(British War Office), the Military Board persuaded by advice from the soon to be first Chief of
the General Staff of the Australian Army Colonel WT Bridges and with concurrence of Director
of Intelligence Colonel JW McCay, decided on a number of important and urgent military
survey matters to be put to the Minister for Defence. Amongst these were: the creation of a
full-time Permanent Force, initially staffed by an Australian officer draughtsman and one
warrant officer draughtsmen, and four loan Royal Engineer non-commissioned officer
topographers; a systematic mapping system for tactical operations for the defence of the
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capital cities should be at a scale of one-mile-to-one-inch; these map extents should be half a
degree of longitude and a quarter of a degree of latitude.
100 years ago – 1919. The armistice of 11 November 1918 held, and finally the Versailles
Peace Treaty was signed on 28 June 1919, exactly five years after the assassination of
Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria which directly led to the First World War. The war was
finally over. For the Australian Corps Topographic Section in France, Officer Commanding
Lieutenant HS Buchanan was posted to the Australian War Records Section in London in
January 1919, and then to the Gallipoli and Middle East Australian Historical Mission led by
historian CEW Bean. Lieutenant JJ Raisbeck (Australian Survey Corps) was appointed Officer
Commanding of the Australian Corps Topographic Section. In February 1919 the Topographic
Section was reduced from one officer and twenty other ranks (it had been up to twenty-eight
other ranks) to one officer and eight other ranks when the unit was disbanded on 5 March
1919 at Ham-sur-Heure, France. In the just over two years that the I ANZAC Corps
Topographic Section/Australian Corps Topographic Section had served on the Western Front in
France/Belgium the unit produced: 1095 special maps (with print runs of a few up to 3000)
issuing more than 50,000 maps for the Third Battle of Ypres in September/October 1917,
surveyed more than 1,200 field artillery battery positions (875 in August/September 1918),
surveyed 250 captured “pill-boxes” October/November 1917, produced hundreds of artillery
map boards, revised standard topographic maps and carried out hundreds of miscellaneous
surveys, drafting and printing tasks. The efforts of the Section were recognised with the
awards: Distinguished Conduct Medal (Corporal Stafford - topographer), recommendation
Military Medal (Sergeant Finlason - topographer), Meritorious Service Medal (Sergeant
Wightman - draughtsman), Belgian Croix de Guerre (Lieutenant Buchanan – Officer
Commanding), two French Croix de Guerre (Finlason and Sergeant Dunstan - lithographer).
Staff-Sergeant George Hunter Rogers, who had served at Gallipoli with the 6th Field
Ambulance and in France/Belgium with the II Anzac and Aust Corps Topographic Sections,
was posted to the Australian War Records Section in London and then returned to Gallipoli as
the cartographer with CEW Bean’s mission. At Gallipoli, Rogers found and occupied his
foxhole of 1915 – perhaps he was the only serving soldier to have done this at Gallipoli. In
Egypt, Bean said to Rogers “I want you to give me a sketch of a matter I have in mind. The
building of a War Museum to house all of our records and war relics. I visualised a domed
building, reflected in a pool. On each side of the pool, suitably housed, would be kept
captured trophies of war, guns, and other captured items of interest.” As we had just
toured the area where domed mosques were common place, I had no difficulty roughing out
what he had in mind. His was the mind of a visionary. “That will do,” he concluded. “I will
submit the idea to the Government on our return.””1 That building today is the Australian
War Memorial in Canberra and the dome covers the Hall of Memory and the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier exhumed from the cemetery at the Australian War Memorial in France at
Villiers-Bretonneux. After returning to Australia, Rogers worked for two years with Bean at
Tuggeranong Station homestead, on the outskirts of Canberra, drawing maps for the official
history of the war. Lieutenant Peter Rigby Wightman, surveyor and draftsman, who had
served with the Corps Topographic Section and with Army War Records Section in London
returned to Australia and after discharge worked for six years at Tuggeranong homestead, on
drawing maps for Bean’s official history of the war.

1

G Hunter Rogers, My First Eighty Years, self published ISBN 0 9598598 2 9, p76
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Of the eleven Australian Survey Corps (Permanent) members who had enlisted in the AIF to
serve in France, four took the opportunity in early-1919 to attend the AIF Survey School at
Southampton UK while they waited for transport home.
Whilst the Corps Topographic Section was on the Western Front, topographic support to the
AIF element of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force was mainly through the Survey of Egypt and
British Royal Engineer field survey units with three Australian Survey Corps members attached
from early 1917. Warrant Officers Class One AS Murray, NL Shiels and JH Macdonald had
transferred from the Australian Survey Corps to the AIF in 1916. Murray and Shiels, both later
Lieutenants, were recognised for their bravery and work with Murray being awarded the
Distinguished Conduct Medal and Shiels being Mentioned in Despatches.
After returning to Australia, thirteen of the fourteen who had served in France and the Middle
East resumed their positions in the Permanent Force alongside the four who had remained
with the Corps in Australia, to resume military mapping of Australia. But some soon chose
discharge. They may have realised a forthcoming budget reduction, and by the end of 1921
only ten of the pre-war members of the Australian Survey Corps (Permanent) remained
serving under the senior officer Captain Lynch.
Draughtsman Warrant Officer Class One Hector Ellrington McMurtrie had been recruited to
serve with the Staff Survey Corps officer surveyors attached to the Australian Naval and
Military Expeditionary Force then administering the former German New Guinea. There he
contracted a respiratory disease and died in Melbourne on 19 April 1919. He is
commemorated on the Australian War Memorial Roll of Honour.
90 years ago – 1929. At the direction of a Commonwealth State Ministers’ meeting, Defence
representatives met with State Surveyors-General to examine ways of facilitating the
production of military maps. Colonel JD Lavarack, then Director of Military Operations and
Intelligence, suggested a collaborative approach to a national problem, but with the coming
depression the States could not agree to participate. And so the slow rate of about five new
standard military one-mile-to-one-inch maps a year continued with the then fourteen men of
the Survey Section RAE (Permanent) (having reverted in name in 1920) working to their best
endeavour. Captain Lynch, who was one of the first RE Survey topographers loaned to
Australia in 1910, was the senior officer of the Section.
80 years ago – 1939. The Long Range Mapping Program which was approved the year before,
included a three year expansion plan in Australian Survey Corps numbers from 35 all ranks to
97 all ranks with an increase of 25 in 1938 and an operating budget increase of more than
200%. When fully implemented the Corps would be able to produce each year 32 military
standard one-mile-to-one-inch maps and eight two-mile-to-one-inch maps when the transition
from plane-tabling to the Arundel method of graphical radial line plotting from RAAF
photography was completed. In July 1939 Army Headquarters issued ‘Instructions for War –
Survey’, providing for a Survey organisation to establish an emergency mapping program and
as a basis for expansion to war establishment. When war broke out on 3 September 1939 the
strength of the Corps was only fifty. About 100 maps had been produced but more than 130
remained to be produced from the three-year program. This did not account for urgent and
important mapping that would be required in the event of direct military action against
Australian territory. It was evident that a major mobilisation including cooperation and
collaboration from the State Lands Departments was needed. There were no militia field
survey or topographic survey units on which to base mobilisation. Major Thomas Vance, who
had replaced Captain Lynch on his retirement in 1934, was Officer Commanding Australian
Survey Corps and Army Headquarters Survey staff officer in Melbourne.
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75 years ago - 1944. When the wartime survey units were raised in 1940 they were RAE
units. Officers, including those who served in the Australian Survey Corps (Permanent)
before the war, were seconded to RAE in one of the RAE categories, mostly ‘Field Survey’ but
there were others. On 1 April 1943 and 9 July 1943, ninety-eight officers were transferred
from RAE to Australian Survey Corps (AIF and CMF which until 1943 was known as militia) 2.
All of the RAE 1940-1943 survey units appear to have been absorbed into, or transferred to,
the Australian Survey Corps in June 1943. The last date when the officers were transferred
from RAE to Australian Survey Corps was also the date of AMF General Routine Order
520/1943 (9 July 1943) which authorised the two triangular colour patches for all Australian
Survey Corps personnel whether Army or Corps troops. The authorities for all former unit
colour patches were cancelled. AIF members were authorised to wear the purple-whitepurple triangle with the grey surround of the AIF, and CMF members the purple-white-purple
triangle.
In January 1944, 2/1st Aust Army Topo Svy Coy in support of the 9th Aust Div advance on the
Huon Peninsula towards Madang, suffered two surveyor casualties when CPL EJ Thorpe died
of wounds from enemy action and SPR RR Buick was wounded in action. They were going
forward together along a path to make theodolite observations when Buick stepped on a mine
in a previously undiscovered enemy minefield. After the wounded soldiers were evacuated,
SGT KD Yardy retrieved the theodolite after a hazardous trip through the minefield. At the
same time a det 3 Aust Fd Svy Coy was supporting the 7th Aust Div advancing on Madang from
the Markham Valley (see article in Newsletter 1/18 April 2018).
A 2/1 Coy three man astro-survey party assisted the Navy with chart positions, finding
themselves waiting for a launch to pick them up off a beach on Long Island (between New
Britain and New Guinea) with the Japanese occupying the other side of the island. The
launch never came at the rendezvous time, leaving the survey party to hide in the scrub until
pickup by a survey corvette more than two days later. That survey party returned to Australia
with another survey corvette more than five months later.3
After 2/1st Aust Army Topo Svy Coy and 3 Aust Fd Svy Coy returned to Australia from New
Guinea in April and May 1944, 1 Sect 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy (51 all ranks), based at Lae since late
December 1943, was the only field survey unit in New Guinea with the exception that in May
det 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy relieved det 5 Aust Fd Svy Coy which had been supporting Merauke
Force on the south coast of Dutch New Guinea for eight months. But their US colleagues
were also present as Engineer Topographic Battalions and Companies supporting US troops
but also printing Australian maps as the field survey units did not have heavy print
capabilities. 2/1st Aust Army Topo Svy Coy moved to Brisbane then the Atherton Tableland to
join First Australian Army preparing to take over the majority of combat operations from US
forces in New Guinea. 3 Aust Fd Svy Coy which had been in New Guinea for more than a year,
also moved to the Atherton Tableland, where 110 of its 150 members were admitted to
hospital with malaria or needed medical treatment for other tropical ailments. They then
concentrated most effort on survey and mapping northern Australia. From one three man
astro-fix detachment on the survey corvette HMAS Benalla in the Admiralty Islands, New
Guinea “We were very much on our own and real bullets were in use here. The Yankee
landing area had been devastated by heavy shelling from the guns of the big ships……..They
were continuously pounding away with their artillery at the Jap strongholds on the other
reach of the airstrip. The nude bodies of the dead were lying side by side under the bright
tropical sun –awaiting their blanket and final resting place on the coral strand……Our work
2
3

Australian Military Forces General Orders dated 31 October 1943, p2452
Lines JD, Maps in all seasons, A History 2/1st Corps Svy Coy and 2/1st Army Topo Svy Coy, p45
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base was in the midst of all this, where we set up our theodolite and other gear to
commence the star observations, as soon as the daylight was done….However, we required a
small amount of light for the readings on the theodolite and to record the times on the
chronometer – about as much light as a small torch would emit. But that was too much for
the Yanks and from the nearby foxhole came the snarl ‘Put that bloody light out or I’ll shoot
you’. The lights went out.”4
In August, Corps personnel numbers reached the peak of the war with 1680 all ranks being
about 90% of the authorised establishment. Although the Japanese threat to mainland
Australia had receded, and overall personnel numbers were in decline, there was still a lot to
do to support the combat operations in New Guinea and then the advances towards Japan.
The Fd Svy Trg Depot, then at Burwood VIC, was no longer required and the unit was closed
mid-year.
In October HQ First Australian Army moved forward to Lae to take control of Australian
operations from Bougainville in the east through New Britain and across the New Guinea north
coast to Aitape near the Dutch New Guinea border. 3 Sect 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy moved to Lae to
relieve 1 Sect which had been there for a year and was deployed to Torokina, Bougainville in
December to support II Corps. This relief happened over a number of months. The remainder
of 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy were surveying and mapping Gulf of Carpentaria and Cape York. In midNov 1944, Major HA (Bill) Johnson was appointed Assistant Director Survey II Corps on
Bougainville. His operational survey unit was 1 Sect 2 Aust Fd Svy Coy which had no
lithographic printing facility but did produce 29,500 maps by sun printed dyelines. Johnson
was later awarded the Member of the Order of the British Empire (MBE) for his work there.
He presented his medal to the RA Svy Museum, expressing his wish that the following note be
placed with the MBE on display: “Awarded in recognition of the work of the Australian
Survey Corps members of 1 Sect 2 Field Survey Company, and of the Survey Directorate II
Aust Corps and New Zealand Forces in the field during the Bougainville operations of 19441945.” 5
Towards the end of the year, No 1 Mobile Lithographic Section, which was then at Hamilton in
Brisbane, was bought up to war establishment and warned for overseas service. War
establishment included a draughting section and the earlier attached 3 Draughting Sect of
LHQ Carto Coy returned to that unit. The Section’s strength was 3 officers and 50 other ranks
and specialised in producing photomaps for combat operations from US 8th Photo Sqn air
photography. The photomaps had been used by the Australian landings at Nadzab (7th Aust
Div air assault and air transport) and east of Lae (9th Aust Div amphibious assault being the
biggest amphibious landing by Australians since Gallipoli) to capture Lae from the west and
east respectively.
Australia based units were busy commencing or completing map compilations, fair drawing,
printing and making sure that the maps got to where and when they were needed. LHQ Carto
Coy was busy with rapid response production of maps from fair drawing from the field survey
sections in New Guinea, and the huge task of producing maps for the then planned
involvement of Australian troops in the Philippines campaign. An astro-fix detachment from
2 Aust Fd Svy Coy assisted the RAN with hydrographic chart datum surveys in the Philippines.
11 Fd Svy Depot at Bendigo in the old Webb’s Flour Mill (corner of Queen and Williamson
4

McRae, Heather, Soldier Surveyors – A History of 3 Aust Fd Svy Coy (AIF) 1940-1945, Royal Australian Survey
Corps 1996, ISBN 0 646 26480 X, p101
5
Survey Sentinel, Puckapunyal to Peacetime, Members recollections: 2/1 st Corps Fd Svy Coy RAE and 2/1st Aust
Army Topo Svy Coy 1940-1945, June 1990, p48
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Streets) was responsible for supply of all map paper to all survey units. Its establishment was
increased this year to handle the additional work. Then Army had to take over the running of
the North Melbourne factory producing special waterproofed paper for maps of tropical
regions, when the factory planned to close.
In December, 2/1st Aust Army Topo Svy Coy was deployed again for field support of the New
Guinea operations (II Corps on Bougainville and 6 Aust Div around Wewak), this time with a
detachment of about half the unit’s strength, being based with US forces behind Hollandia,
Dutch New Guinea, at Lake Sentani. Here they were in close proximity to Advanced LHQ,
Director of Survey (Colonel Fitzgerald), at Hollandia.
70 years ago – 1949. Colonel Lawrence Fitzgerald OBE was Director of Survey - Army. The
building of the new Australian Regular Army was underway. The structure of the Royal
Australian Survey Corps was the force-in-being and the minimum base for expansion in war,
consisting of a Survey Directorate on Army Headquarters, an Army Headquarters Cartographic
Company, an Army Headquarters Survey Company, an Army Headquarters Field Survey Depot
and a Field Survey Section in each of Northern, Eastern, Southern, Central and Western
Commands and a Survey School. The section in Adelaide was the AHQ Fd Svy Sect (4MD
Detachment) which concentrated its efforts around the Woomera range, along with the Long
Range Weapons Establishment Survey Section. There were nineteen all ranks in Adelaide and
seventeen all ranks in Perth where 3 Sect 5 Fd Svy Coy was retitled Western Command Fd Svy
Sect. There were only six new recruits enlisted into the Corps. The focus was on all aspects
of the military survey of Australia at scale one-mile-to-one-inch. The Corps completed its
early and crucial survey work for the Snowy Mountains scheme, a fact that has largely gone
unheralded. Major Clews retired 28 July 1949 having served for 37 years in the Royal
Australian Survey Corps, including both the First and Second World Wars.
60 years ago – 1959. Colonel Lawrence Fitzgerald OBE was Director of Survey - Army. All of
the Comd Fd Svy Sects and AHQ Svy Regt Topo Sqn were employed on the national first order
geodetic survey and all aspects of mainly Defence priority areas in northern Australia in the
Series R502 scale 1:250,000/’4 mile’ national map program approved four years before – N
Comd Fd Svy Sect from Charters Towers to Cooktown, AHQ Svy Regt Topo Sqn and C Comd Fd
Svy Sect worked across northern NT also conducting surveys for scale 1:50,000 mapping, W
Comd Fd Svy Sect in the Kimberley area. Where geodetic survey was not available for map
control, that need was satisfied by astronomic fixes by position-line (simultaneous
determination of latitude and longitude) using a method introduced by 2/1st Corps Fd Svy Coy
in Second World War having learnt that from Royal Engineer Companies in the Middle East in
1941.
50 years ago – 1969. Colonel Frank Buckland OBE was Director of Survey – Army and former
Director Brigadier Don Macdonald AM was Colonel Commandant, an honorary appointment
which commenced in 1967. The third rotation of personnel in A Sec 1 Topo Svy Tp (formerly
Detachment 1 Topo Svy Tp) 1st Australian Task Force, Vietnam took place after deployments
of about 12 months and standard operating procedures were developed and adopted by the
section. Most other Corps elements were employed in the government approved second
series of general topographic maps of Australia, the scale 1:100,000 topographic maps, in the
higher Defence priority areas of Northern Australia. N Comd Fd Svy Unit commenced control
surveys for scale 1:100,000 mapping of the entire Territory of Papua and New Guinea (TPNG)
and AHQ Svy Regt Spec Proj Sect (located Canberra) commenced Beach Surveys in northern
TPNG. Comd Fd Svy Units worked in the Passive Geodetic Earth Observing Satellite (PAGEOS)
global satellite triangulation survey at Narrabri NSW, Thursday Is QLD, Perth WA and Cocos
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Island. The concept of Automap was initiated. Officer and other rank personnel exchange
programs commenced with Royal Canadian Engineers and Royal Engineers respectively.
40 years ago – 1979. Colonel NRJ (John) Hillier was Director of Survey – Army and former
Director Colonel Jim Stedman was Colonel Commandant. Corps units continued work on the
national 1:100,000 mapping program of which its commitments were coming to an end. Also
soon to be completed was national coverage of scale 1:100,000 topographic maps of Papua
New Guinea. 2 Fd Svy Sqn was busy on Defence Cooperation Program (DCP) operations: Op
Pattimura 1979 in North Sulawesi, Maluku province, Indonesia, with Geoceiver and Airborne
Profile Recorder (APR) surveys for mapping from RAAF aerial photography; Op Spearline 1979
in Fiji, Geoceiver control for Exclusive Economic Zone baselines. 4 Fd Svy Sqn produced
mapping control of the Maralinga SA area by Geoceiver on Op Desert Walk and on Op Brass
Key field completed and conducted control identification surveys for scale 1:50,000 maps in
the NT Tactical Mapping Area. 8 Fd Svy Sqn conducted APR surveys throughout PNG on Op
Hano Puana Phase 1. The new trade Illustrator Reprographic (formerly GD draughtsman) and
personnel transferred to RA Svy.
30 years ago – 1989. Colonel Don Swiney MBE was Director of Survey – Army and in February
former Director Colonel NRJ (John) Hillier was appointed Colonel Commandant on the
retirement of Lieutenant-Colonel TC (Clem) Sargent. Army’s adopted recommendations of the
Baker/Byrnes review started to be implemented: 1 Topo Svy Sqn was raised in Brisbane as a 1
Div unit from 1 Fd Svy Sqn and 1 Div Topo Svy Sect which were both disbanded; MGI Sections
were formed in 7MD (as a Pilot Project) and 5MD (from 5 Fd Svy Sqn); 2 and 5 Fd Svy Sqns
were disbanded; 4 Fd Svy Sqn, Adelaide, would be the only field survey unit in Australia but
move under command Army Svy Regt whose strength would increase to fully operate Automap
2; 8 Fd Svy Sqn remained in Port Moresby; School of Mil Svy remained at Bonegilla; Army Map
Depot remained at Bandiana in the short-term to be disbanded in 1993; 2 Topographical
Survey Troop (mainly ARES) was raised in Perth; and directorate level survey staff remained
at Army Headquarters in Canberra and Land Headquarters in Sydney. The reorganisation
reduced Corps full-time numbers from 630 to 541 all rank positions including 130 non-mapping
related trades.
Meanwhile Corps units continued with producing maps mainly in the Defence 1:50,000
program, the RAAF air charting program and Defence Cooperation Program projects. 2 Fd Svy
Sqn, supported by 8 Fd Svy Sqn, commenced Op Kumul in PNG to provide mapping control by
GPS and APR for scale 1:50,000 topographic mapping, and mapping photography, of the entire
border with Indonesia, in a one degree of longitude strip along the border. This was the first
of a six year program that would be taken over by 4 Fd Svy Sqn and Army Svy Regt. 4 Fd Svy
Sqn conducted Op Nervose (NT and WA) and Op Neright (QLD and NT) for field completion and
map control of scale 1:50,000 topographic maps.
20 years ago – 1999. A troop of 1st Topographical Survey Squadron RAE (formerly RA Svy),
based at Enoggera QLD, deployed to East Timor with the UN sanctioned and Australian
organised and led International Force East Timor (INTERFET).
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Vale and personality of the Corps – WO1 Sam Chambers
By Peter Jensen and John Mobbs

13135 Warrant Officer Class One Samuel Arbuthnot
Chambers (enlisted 30 December 1952 – discharged
3 January 1978) passed away in Bendigo 23rd
October 2018 aged 87 years. At his funeral in
Bendigo, Sam was farewelled by family, local
friends and Army friends including members of the
Australian Army Training Team Viet Nam (AATTV)
and the Royal Australian Survey Corps (RA Svy)
from the Fortuna and Canberra Associations. Many
from the Survey Corps had served with Sam in 8 Fd
Svy Sqn, Popondetta and Wewak, Papua New
Guinea. This article does not linger on Sam’s
family and personal life but must acknowledge his
two sisters, five children with his first wife Evelyn,
his later marriage to Maureen (Min) and his eleven
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
SGT Sam Chambers observing with a 5-inch geodetic
Cooke, Troughton and Simms Tavistock theodolite –
somewhere in North Queensland

We were both sapper students on the 35/69 Basic Survey Course while WO1 Chambers was at
School of Military Survey and we both served with Sam for the same two years (1974-75) in 8
Fd Svy Sqn at Popondetta and at Wewak PNG.
Sam was an enigma to many who served with him. In later years he very eloquently and
passionately wrote of his boyhood and later life. The parts of this article in italics are Sam’s
own written words. Eulogies delivered at his funeral by the Civil Celebrant, Sam’s daughter
Jan Lally, AATTV Association officers and RA Svy (Colonel Don Swiney MBE) and through a
note written by his dear friend Jenifer Winterbine, collectively drew a more complete picture
of his life than most of us knew. Heather Slater deserves recognition for her caring concern
for Sam in his final weeks and for collating various photos that were displayed during the
service (some are used here).
Sam was born in 1931 in Mackay QLD, his parents owning a family dairy and sugar cane farm
at the foot of the Eungella Range near Netherdale outside Mackay. His father served as a
Lieutenant in the 2nd Light Horse Regiment in the First World War at Gallipoli and the Middle
East, and later in the Second World War putting down his age and not declaring his previous
military service. Life on the farm in the depression was very spartan, no electricity, no
telephone, no frills. As a young boy, Sam with his best friend the Kelpie dog Ginger, and
school-boy mates ran the ridges and swam the creeks. It was a simple but idyllic life for an
adventurous youngster who over stepped his mother’s boundaries many a time. This all came
to a crashing end in 1942 when his father sold the farm to enlist in the Army, and his mother
and the three children, Sam and two sisters, moved to Mackay. There Sam completed the
Junior Certificate (year 10) and was then ‘packed-off’ by his grandmother to boarding school
for two years at the prestigious Brisbane Boys College. There the class distinction, privilege
and sense of entitlement amongst many of the boys was a huge culture shock for the boy
from the bush, but Sam survived by learning important life lessons.
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In 1947 Sam started work as a Cadet Engineer with a Mackay business. Changing to Surveyor
Engineering for six years, Sam was then assistant to the Shire Engineer at Glengallan,
Warwick. At nearly 22 years old Sam looked for more adventure being accepted into the
Army Officer Cadet School at Portsea VIC for the then six month course of ‘disciplined
brainwashing. The final product being a 2nd Lieutenant designed and destined to be cannon
fodder for the Korean War’. But graduation was not to be. In the final tactical exercise
Sam’s use of his childhood bush initiative to change the rules and beat the enemy, including
the Senior Instructor, was not appreciated and he and two other cadets were marched out.
Sam was allocated to Royal Australian Engineers and made a Corporal. He was posted to 11th
National Service Training Battalion for two years as a regimental duties instructor instructing
drill and weapons, mine warfare, booby traps, demolitions, engineer field machines and
compressor tools. ‘Little did he know he was honing the skills that would later propel him to
a war unexpected, in a place then largely unknown and in a role not anticipated. Sam’s life
seemed to be governed by forces beyond his control.’
Sam was then trade test passed by RA Svy as a Surveyor Engineering and offered a place on
the nine month 3/55 Basic Survey (Topographic) Course at School of Military Survey,
Balcombe. On graduation he Corps transferred to RA Svy and was posted to Northern
Command Field Survey Section. This was at the time that the Government had just approved
a general (military and national development) geodetic and topographic survey of Australia to
produce maps at scale four-miles-to-an-inch (equiv 1:250,000). For the next ten years,
except for one period of one year posted to the School of Military Survey, Sam spent most of
his life on surveys of Far North Queensland north of the Townsville to Mt Isa railway and
everything from the east coast to the tip of Cape York to the Northern Territory border.
Field survey operations were typically six to eight months long. The revolutionary late-1950s
survey technology of electronic distance measurement replaced triangulation and helicopters
replaced jeeps. Sam’s good mate Sergeant Snow Rollston saved his life in a helicopter crash.
In 1956 there were few maps and aerial photos, apart from wartime editions, and NCOs were
expected to solve problems not make them, so the typical guidance was ‘go sort it out’. This
was what Sam enjoyed and thrived on.
By September 1966 Sam was a Warrant Officer Class Two and with his accumulated military
skills he was posted to the Australian Army Training Team Vietnam (AATTV) – ‘a real shootin’
war with all the players
from National Service
(1950s) days reappearing in
a new training role with live
ammo and an ever present
enemy. High stakes, tax
free money, big time
Cowboys and Injuns and a
service ribbon or two to
show off.’
His first post was as a
member of a small A-team
of US Army officers and
soldiers there primarily to
provide ‘military grunt’ to
the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam (ARVN). Initially
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Sam’s primary role was to advise an Infantry Company Commander at Gio Linh just 4km south
of the demilitarised zone.
In this role Sam soon learnt
to use all of his longlearned cunning and
initiative and to trade
favours to live there and to
get the job done. Advisers
could ‘use any available
resource. Everything in
Uncle Sam’s armoury was
on call – including a six-inch
gunned US Navy cruiser
sitting off the coast looking
for targets. Calling B52
strikes on the DMZ and
across the river was one
small task that would have mind boggled the peace time officers back in Oz. They muttered
about Warrant Officers not getting authorisation to make a trunk line telephone call.’ ‘Gio
Linh HQ copped its fair share of mortar attacks and probing by patrols that had slipped by
the outpost overlooking the DMZ. So it went on for seven months – cat and mouse.’ Sam’s
later role at Gio Linh was to advise the local Intelligence Officer using US Army sourced
intelligence. Sam realised this was rubbish and so set up his own intelligence network
through his interpreter using contacts with a catholic priest and old men who knew
everything that was going on. Sam’s sense of humour and opportunity for a practical joke
was forever present. His Aussie prank against Sydney Morning Herald journalists who arrived
unannounced at Gio Linh is told by Sam6. The visitors showed up unannounced to experience
the shooting war. Apparently they had evaded the US Marine Combat Information Bureau to
get into the forward combat area. Of course they weren't welcome there. Sam gave them
the safety brief on what to do in an enemy attack of ‘raining mortars’ and rehearsed them to
get quickly to a safe bunker. Sam then organised with an advisor mate at the forward
outpost to fire a 4.2inch mortar mission (he called it a brace of mortars) into the sand just
outside the wire to their front after dark. All of this duly happened putting the bejesus up
the journos who stayed in the bunker until breakfast and then headed south promptly. Their
published story was about how calm the front-line troops were under heavy enemy fire - so
that was good Public Relations! After seven months it was time for a post in a not-so-hot
location and Sam was assigned Admin WO at Team HQ at US I Corps in Da Nang, where he
served for five months before returning to the Survey Corps in September 1967 at the School
of Military Survey, Bonegilla as Warrant Officer Class One. As Sam had spent more than six
months operating with ARVN combat infantry units he was awarded the Australian Infantry
Combat Badge. He wore that badge proudly being the first and only soldier or officer to be
awarded it for duty while being a member of the Royal Australian Survey Corps.
At least for us impressionable new trainees at the School of Military Survey from 1968 to late1972, Warrant Officer Class One Chambers was the soldiers-soldier. To us he was the pin-up
straight out of the Dress and Drill Manuals with gloss stained wood and highly polished brass
pace-stick, polished leather sam-browne, spit polished GP boots which had obviously ‘been
there’, Viet Nam service medals, Infantry Combat Badge - US citations and commendations
6

The Men Who Persevered, The AATTV the most highly decorated Australian unit of the Viet Nam war, Bruce
Davies and Gary McKay, Allen & Unwin, p106
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came a year or so later. Sam was not the School Sergeant Major but as the senior other rank
he was the Commanding Officer/Chief Instructor’s eyes and ears for what was going on
around the school and his main adviser on all things discipline.
Sam took particular interest in the Basic Survey Courses, including instruction, but often just
observing from a verandah for some ‘slack and idle’ sapper just wandering around with no
apparent purpose. On day one of our course, WO1 Chambers marched in to the classroom to
articulate what he expected of us in the classroom, on parade, on survey station, in barracks
or about town on leave. If you applied yourself well, in all of these areas, you gained his
respect and some leniency. He was a good instructor. His investigative powers were
legendary. Like in Vietnam, Sam ran a very good network of intelligence operatives most
being honorary members of the Sergeants Mess as members of the local constabulary and
local business men and identities. Not much that happened around Albury-Wodonga area
involving the school students and staff escaped the WO1.
As a part-time mess steward awaiting course in 1969, John was introduced to Sam at closer
quarters working as a passive observer on the safe side of the bar. He found that Sam had a
human quality and a good sense of humour, although sometimes masked by a hearty thirst
that could take many hours to slake. It was obvious that he did not embrace all of his Mess
colleagues in a kindly fashion.
Although Sam’s status meant that he set the disciplinary benchmark, he did permit at times
some indiscretion but always with a consequence:
Our course boasted some impressive talent within its student ranks. One turned
out to be a young mad scientist who was able to manufacture rocket propellant
which, when packed tightly inside an empty CO2 canister purloined from the
School’s fire extinguishers – and lit, could propel a soda siphon canister well out
into Hume Weir! (this was a few weeks after Neil Armstrong walked on the
moon). All was going well with nightly test flights as the rest of us observed the
launches, made via an inclined ramp of angle-iron survey beacon leg. (Surely they
couldn’t see them from the Sgts Mess, could they?) The best OP was within the
safety of our rooms, watching through a gap in the door-jamb (there was no spin or fin stabilisation on those canisters, so they sometimes went anywhere).
Unfortunately, one local fisherman apparently found himself in the wrong place at
the wrong time i.e. in his boat in the middle of Hume Weir at night – a.k.a. our
splashdown zone! The next morning, the whole school was paraded. Sam strutted
forward, shunned and unshunned us and commanded: “Fall out, the astronauts!”
The game was up - they could see them after all! (We didn’t yet know about the
fisherman). The guilty bastards duly owned up and were then handed the launch
rail, with instructions to deliver it to Sam when it was in pristine condition again.
It had accumulated quite a bit of burnt sulphur and other carbonised matter.
Steel wool and many wire brushes were used.
Another incident involved a plaster or cement black rabbit, probably owned by
the Chief Instructor, Lieutenant-Colonel Harvey Hall MID. The hardened herbivore
had left its post – that being pride of place in the garden surrounding the unit
flagpole. Were there any suspects for this crime? There was a whole class of
them! It’s just as well we didn’t have access to fingerprinting or DNA profiling
back then, as I’m sure Sam would have employed them exhaustively in the
ongoing search for the missing rabbit and its handlers. A black furry facsimile did
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find itself at the top of the flagpole one morning but after a while, the little
creature grew tired of the japes and found its way home.
The following brilliant cartoon, believed to be authored by a 1969 Basic Draughting Course
student either Gary Bondeson or Gary Myers, captured many of the outrageous Directing Staff
personalities present at School of Military Survey that year. The black rabbit also features, as
does Sam in the role of a military Sherlock Homes. John gives credit to Alex Cairney for
having ensured the survival of the original work.

Sam’s caring persona emerged again when John returned to the School in January 1971, being
madly in love with his sweetheart Kerry (later to become his wife) but lacking cash to
purchase an engagement ring. Sam generously agreed to go guarantor for his loan from a
finance company, for a not-inconsequential amount.
In Sam’s eyes the region to Australia’s north was ‘where the action was’ so he made sure he
was posted to 8 Fd Svy Sqn, Popondetta, Territory of Papua New Guinea, in January 1973 as
Squadron Sergeant Major (SSM). Sam spent more than three years posted there, enjoying it
all immensely, as did his wife Min for the last two years including mentoring the young wives
during the often and long family separations.
Popondetta was a bit like the Wild West and there were outlaws-a-plenty amongst the local
plantation owners and business people. Sam was the Sheriff. The local expatriate folk
inevitably found their way to the Coconut Lounge Bar at the “singlies” Mess (also their
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residence) - as did the whole unit on Friday evenings. Invitations were open for the Saturday
night for BBQ if Sam’s Saturday fishing trips trolling off the beaches of Buna-Gona-Sanananda
caught the usual big mackerel and barracuda. His five-metre fibreglass cuddy-cabin boat
included a sturdy and simple fishing apparatus designed by Sam – a long length of two-inch
water pipe tied across the rowlocks, with two rubber pipe seals secured outboard on each
side, trailing 100 pound lines, to which were attached an array of professional and homemade lures. Modified aluminium drink cans were often effective, as was tinfoil. It got
interesting when a large fish was hooked, as the boat only had a modest two-stroke outboard.
There would be a noticeable “bang”, the rubber pipe seal would stretch and the boat would
often be pulled around in an arc if a fish was fighting on one side of the boat, prior to being
reeled in and gaffed.
One annoying trait displayed by Sam, especially for the duty “singlie” barman was his ability
to consume all sorts of alcoholic beverages all night long – and, next day, when most of us
were still busy finding out which way was up, he would spring into the room in starched and
ironed juniper greens and ask why nothing was happening and why we were all so “slack and
idle!” Most of the nights’ duty was simply not saying much but being educated about life on
“The Team”.
Notwitstanding Sam’s role as SSM, he revelled as officer-in-charge or second-in-command of
field survey planning and operations and survey computations in Laplace (geodetic azimuth
computed from astronomic azimuth, latitude and longitude) and 1st Order Geodetic Surveys,
Doppler Satellite Geodetic Surveys and field completion of maps mainly compiled by Australia
based units. He was a great disciple of the adage “time spent in reconnaissance is never
wasted” planning field survey work in fine detail on all aspects including survey station
intervisibility. At least one young officer, newly arrived from “down south”, learned the
importance of such computations – the hard way! The unit was equipped with Wild B8
photogrammetric plotters, and apart from offering surveyors respite from field work, Sam
didn’t see how they really fitted into a unit at the sharp end especially in the tropics. Before
leaving School of Military Survey, Sam wrote and conducted the Advanced Astronomy Course
mostly designed specifically for 8 Fd Svy Sqn which was to establish a 1st Order traverse,
including Laplace astronomical stations, from Rabaul west along the spine of New Britain to
connect to mainland New Guinea near Saidor.
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Laplace astronomic/geodetic survey station The Mother overlooking Rabaul, New Britain, September
1973 – WO1 Sam Chambers sitting on the stool, SGT Brian Firns at the Kern DKM3-A theodolite, CPL
Bob Norwood sitting behind the theodolite, unknown soldier sitting behind Brian may be SPR Ken
Talbot-Smith, Don Gray Aust NatMap standing at the back. The theodolite tripod is plastered into
ground pegs for stability, the radio is HF AN/PRC F1. Photo by courtesy of Brian Murphy (Aust
NatMap).

Left - The Kern DKM3-A with impersonal micrometer and Horrebow
bubble mounted for Laplace astronomical observations.

Aust NatMap were on The Mother at the same time, preparing
for a crustal geodynamics survey to New Ireland. For the
following we thank NatMap surveyor Brian Murphy (paraphrased
from an email received from Brian after Sam passed away):
Things got a little crowded on the summit for two observing
teams totalling six people. It was very small in area. Sam
offered us accommodation in his tent for a few nights and
shared meals with us. I must say that I was very impressed
with Sam’s professionalism, especially the star prediction
nomograms that he used, which were different to the astro
predictions used by NatMap at the time which were print-outs. It was on our return
to the 8 Fd Svy Sqn base at Rabaul airstrip that Simon Lemon (then a Lieutenant)
showed me the remains of a DKM3-A which had been “cooked” in a fire following a
RAAF Iroquois crash on survey point HIRAN Nandan, the next station down the
traverse from The Mother.
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After nearly three and a half years based at Popondetta and Wewak, Sam very reluctantly
was on his way back to Australia, to a post as SSM Lithographic Squadron, Army Survey
Regiment, Bendigo. For his posting in Papua New Guinea over the period from selfgovernment (Dec 73) to independence (Sep 75) Sam was awarded the PNG Independence
Medal.
Bendigo was far from being ‘where the action was’ and Sam retired from the Army on 3 Jan
78 to live at Huntly near Bendigo, after a career that many soldier topographic surveyors
would have thought that was what they joined the Army to do. For all of his service, Sam
was awarded:
Australian Active Service Medal 1945-75 with Clasp Vietnam
Vietnam Medal
Australian Service Medal 1945-75 with Clasp PNG
Defence Force Service Medal
Australian Defence Medal
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
Meritorious Service Medal
Vietnamese Campaign Medal
Papua New Guinea Independence Medal
United States of America Presidential Unit Citation
United States Army Meritorious Unit Commendation
Republic of Vietnam Cross of Gallantry with Palm Unit Citation
Infantry Combat Badge
Returned from Active Service Badge
But adventure for Sam didn’t stop after his retirement from the Army. He continued to
foster a wide intelligence network of friends in distant places, especially being interested in
treasure or untapped business opportunity in some of the old stomping grounds to the north.
We started this story saying that Sam was an enigma, a puzzle, to many. These anecdotes
about Sam’s Army life are but a few and there is so much of his 25 years of service (and after
that) of which we are ignorant. Sam either liked you or didn’t like you and mostly that was
reciprocal. But you knew where you stood with him. There was never a dull moment when
Sam was around, and if you looked like you had time to spare it was normal to get some sort
of challenging problem to solve by the end of the day. We both benefitted from Sam’s
technical tutelage and guidance, and some might say his protection, from his patronage in
advancing our careers as senior NCOs and from his largesse and respect. For this we did like
him, warts and all. So we hope that this has not flavoured too much our story of WO1 Sam
Chambers.
The Survey Corps was Sam’s true passion and so we are the poorer for his passing. On behalf
of the Canberra Survey Corps Association we extend our sincere condolences to his surviving
family members.
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Survey Corps shows the way in digital mapping
By Bob Williams

This article appeared in The Australian newspaper in December 1990

COMPUTERS &

TECHNOLOGY
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High Technology

IN DEFENCE
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Survey Corps* shows the way in digital mapping
A SOUND knowledge of the natural and man-made features of a battlefield is one of the most
important aspects of “military appreciation”, military authorities say.
The Dibb report, published in March 1986, found that “the foremost peace time defence
requirement is reliable and comprehensive intelligence about our own strategic environment.
That conclusion was endorsed by the then Minister for Defence Mr Beazley in the White
Paper: “The Defence of Australia 1987”.
He noted, “The availability of comprehensive and up-to-date military maps and charts,
together with a detailed knowledge of the environment and its infrastructure, is fundamental
in the effective control of military operations”.
The section that provides topographic support to the Australian Defence Force is called the
Royal Australian Survey Corps (RASvy). Traditionally, this support has been in the form of
topographical maps, aeronautical and operational charts and, more recently, digital terrain
models.
However, RASvy has recognised that evolving military geographic information systems,
command and control systems, navigation systems, intelligent weapons systems and
simulators, require digital topographic information for their effective use.
Major Robert Williams of the Army Survey Regiment says three RASvy initiatives are designed
to meet this need: the Digital Chart of the World (DCW) project; the Military Geographic
Information (MGI) pilot project; and Project Parare.
The DCW project is a United States Defense Mapping Agency research and development effort
in which Australia, via RASvy, is a cooperative partner. It aims to promulgate standards for
the exchange of digital spatial information and the development and distribution of a global
topographical database on CD-ROM.
The MGI pilot project originated as a recommendation arising from a review of the
organisation of RASvy in 1988. “The recommendation came from the realisation of a growing
need for digital, graphical and textual data to support command and control, engineering,
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weapon, communication and navigation systems within the Australian Defence Force”, Major
Williams said.
“This need has to be met through improved methods of collection, management and
distribution of geographic information to the military”. RASvy says that without exposure to
geographic information (GIS) technology, users cannot appreciate the possible benefits, nor
fully define their requirements.
The MGI pilot project would introduce military users to GIS using prototypes to assist in the
process of defining their requirements, Major Williams said. Prototype applications would be
developed in Darwin using test databases in the Northern Territory and western Australia.
It was envisaged that an MGIS would be used as a decision aid. “A MGIS will assist in
developing plans at all levels for the insertion of forces by sea, air or land, and for use in
tactical scenarios”, Major Williams said.
Possible scenarios include cross-country mobility for different vehicles, concealment,
approaches to objectives, availability of natural resources, landing zones, drop zones, landing
points, effects of seasonal rain and weather, and inter-visibility for weapons placement,
surveillance and communications.
This second initiative, with its broad range of applications, implies that terrain and
infrastructure data needs to be organised and managed differently from the data required by
topographic maps, which are inherently formalised representations of the terrain.
The management of digital topographic data is not new to RASvy, however. Major Williams
said RASvy had established itself as a leader in technological developments in the surveying
and mapping disciplines both in Australia and overseas. The organisation had used computers
for mathematical adjustment and transformation of surveying and photogrammetric data
since the mid-1960s.
RASvy had first used computer-assisted mapping in the mid-1970s, thus becoming the first
organisation in the world to implement production methodologies of stereo-photogrammetric
plotting for medium (1:50,000) topographic applications.
Major Williams said a second generation of systems in its computer-assisted mapping
initiative had further tested the industry’s ability to meet high technological goals, some of
had been achieved while other had not.
“This second-generation computer-assisted mapping system – known as Automap 2 – still
represents the state of the art in Australia with respect to the production of topographic
mapping systems and features a number of significant success stories”, he said.
The graphical superimposition of digitally captured topographic data through the eyepieces of
stereo-photogrammetric plotters, which provides with real-time validation of data input, was
conceived by RASvy and prototyped by the Defence Science and Technology Organisation
(DSTO). This innovation was recognised by the Australian Computer Society and Computer
Weekly in 1984 through the Australian Information Technology Award (AITA) for “CAD-CAM
system or technical application of the year”. The technique was also featured in a segment of
the ABC television series “Towards 2000”.
Another innovation was the introduction of raster scanning and plotting. Major Williams said
that although there were still a number of identified deficiencies in raster capture
technology; the initiative was a success in that it had proved scanning was efficient for
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selective and simple data types. Raster plotting has proved to be an extremely efficient
methodology for outputting mapping data.
Technicians at RASvy’s Army Survey Regiment at Bendigo, Victoria, have successfully modified
the software provided with the original system to automatically plot photographic screens
and stipples to map reproduction quality.
However, the fact that Automap 2 is nearing the end of its life, it failed to meet multiple
scale-mapping requirements such as smaller scale derivation, and the increased capabilities
determined by MGI and other “intelligent” systems have provided the impetus for the third
initiative – Project Parare.
Major Williams said this initiative would provide the Australian Defence Force with a
capability to continue to produce maps and charts to military standards and specifications, as
well as providing digital data for MGIS, command and control systems, and modern weapon
and navigation systems.
Parare would allow users to capture topographical data from a wide range of sources. They
included data from other agencies and satellite imagery, the manipulation of topographic
data to produce standard map products and specialised databases using new source
materials, and data and provision of operational requirements at short notice.
The three initiatives – the DCW project, the MGIS pilot project and Project Parare – are all
inter-related and designed to meet the operational requirements of the Australian Defence
Force for topographic data both in the conventional form as maps and as operational
databases.
“These projects are small when compared with other high-profile defence procurements, but
are vitally important to the effective and efficient implementation of sophisticated
navigation and weapons systems which are components of these procurements”, Major
Williams said.
“Unfortunately, due to a lack of profile, the projects are not receiving adequate support
through the procurement cycle, a phenomenon that US defence recognised a number of years
ago. “As a result it now requires data and information to be considered as part of the major
equipment procurements”.

* The ‘Australian’ incorrectly had “Corp” in the title

PNG bomb clearance – Survey style
By John Mobbs

Early in my time in 8 Fd Svy Sqn at Popondetta TPNG, we were working in the drafting area
one day, when WO1 Sam Chambers came in looking very purposeful. “I need four volunteers –
you, you, you and you. Take off your belts and berets, remove any other metal items from
your person and meet me out front – and I need a driver – bring some shovels!” (Uh-Oh, I
thought - sounds like a burial detail!).
We were driven in the unit Toyota truck, some distance out of town, to an area where there
had been several Second World War bomber airstrips used by US and Australian forces. A local
man had started to clear tall Kunai grass to prepare a new native garden beside one old
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airstrip. In doing so, he discovered stacks of wartime munitions, principally small bombs but
also some very large ones that we were later told, were Phosgene bombs. The smaller bombs
were lined up in orderly stacks. Sam told us they were 25-pound high explosive fragmentation
bombs. Great!
Some were in original transit cases in good condition, most were stacked in large rusting or
corroding pyramids, unfused - but a good few had been on aircraft, fused and then taken off
and left beside the airstrip when the forces departed. Some of those also looked to be in
good condition. The little striker plates on the bronze front fuse assemblies unnerved me a
little and I wondered what it would take to detonate one, even if corroded.
I don’t imagine that this would have been an unusual discovery in that area, since it was an
area where there had been bitter fighting between Allied and Japanese forces.
Fragmentation bombs, with and without parachutes, had proven very deadly against Japanese
troops, tanks and aircraft on the ground.
Anyway, for some unexplained reason, instead of marking the area somehow, leaving the
bombs in situ and telling the villager to go and dig somewhere else, we were instructed to
take many of them back into Popondetta for storage, until such time as the PNG Engineer
Explosive Ordnance Demolition (EOD) teams could come over from Port Moresby and dispose
of them. Our method, under Sam’s instruction, involved picking up one bomb each, trekking
back to the vehicle, placing it with others, on a bed of earth in the back tray and then
repeating the exercise, making “bomb sandwiches” until the truck springs looked like they
would take no more. It was hot work in the Kunai patch.
We did several trips to and fro, until the Public Works Department (PWD) besser-block
magazine, right next door to the unit, was almost filled. Some Phosgene bombs were also in
that magazine. It had a thick aluminium foil blast roof. My first introduction to Bomb
Disposal!
On another occasion an old village local walked into the unit at Popondetta carrying a bag.
On inspection the bag revealed a Second World War bomb. Lieutenant (later Colonel and
Director of Survey Simon Lemon) took charge and put the bag with bomb on the floor in a
corner in his office where it would not be disturbed until the EOD team would remove it
safely. In the meantime the neighbours at PWD were finding it hard going cutting a concrete
pipe and decided to use a ring of plastic explosives on the cut-line inside the pipe to make
the job easier. Not thinking where the blast would go from inside the pipe, there was not
much thought about where the pipe was pointing. The explosion rocked the 8 Fd Svy Sqn
building with the blast having gone straight through Simon’s office glass louvre windows with
him sitting at the desk. Why he was not injured was a mystery and of course the stunned
Simon thought that the bomb in the corner had gone off.
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Lessons from Burma in the Second World War – Report by
Colonel Guy Bomford
Provided by Charlie Watson and reproduced with the authority of the UK Defence Surveyors

(Editor: This report by Colonel (later Brigadier) Guy Bomford OBE, MA, DSc, FRICS again
highlights review findings and recommendations after conflicts of the last two centuries,
essentially that the best time to make good quality standard base maps is in times of peace
not war.)

Report by Col. G. Bomford
Lessons from Burma
A. Organization.
69. Organization in Peace.
The first lesson, learnt more in the years 1939-42 than in 42-45, but conveniently
included here, is that there must be a regular full-time military survey service in peace.
This did not exist before 1941 and the resulting troubles have been grievious. If the war
had come to India less gradually, the result would have been disastrous. Even in 1942
paras 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12 & 16 of this report show that much remained to be done.

Troubles resulting from there being no military survey service in peace included the
following : (a) War Establishments in 1939 (on mules and with practically no printing power) had

no relation to probable needs.
(b) We had no doctrine (bearing any relation to facts) about what the probable

employment of the survey service would be.
(c) Officers and men in the civil survey department (including officers of the regular

army_ had no, or practically no, knowledge of military organization and routine
procedure. There was no military training, and no realistic survey training.
(d) The Army had no knowledge of the Survey Service: what it can do for them, and

what facilities it requires in return.
(e) It was no one’s duty to collect maps and other survey data of adjacent countries,

and still less to study them.
(f) The civil department had no knowledge of map printing under field conditions,

and very few officers had any knowledge of printing at all.
(g) Map distribution had never been considered.
(h) A depot, the terms and conditions of service, and a stores organization had all to

be improvised.
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(i) Recruitment was wholly dependent on civilians volunteering for work under

military conditions, which they were under no obligation to undertake. The
response was actually good, but it very well might not have been.
It is not suggested that a future military organization can exist independently of the civil
survey Department. The cost would be prohibitive. But there must be a survey planning
and training Directorate responsible directly to GHQ (India) rather than to the SurveyorGeneral and the Department of Education, Health & Lands. There must exist at least one
or two regular survey units with no duties other than training for war and experimenting
with methods and equipment. And a large proportion of the members of the Civil
Department must be persuaded to accept a binding obligation to serve in the Army when
called on.
70. Chain of Responsibility.

Early in the war, the Survey Service was run more or less as a private army under the
Surveyor General. The Surveyor General’s functions gradually passed to the Director of
Survey at GHQ, but the latter drew his pay from, and held a post in, the civil
Department. In 1942 and 1943 the DD Survey in Eastern Army was as much the deputy of
the D Survey at GHQ as a member of the Army Commander’s staff. This is all wrong. A
DD Survey at Army HQ is primarily the servant of that HQ. His responsibility is to the
Army Commander and not to the Director of Survey. This has at last come to be the
actual state of affairs, but not without friction within the Service, which could have been
avoided if the principle had been accepted from the beginning. The same applies to the
relations between DD Survey and AD’s Survey at Corps HQ’s.
71. Service versus Cost.

The duty of the survey service is to render maximum service to the Army at minimum
cost, and proper enthusiasm for maximum service must not lead to neglect of the
question of cost. A survey service which butts in here it is not wanted may be a greater
loss to the Army than one which fulfils its essential duty of providing maps, but which lets
a certain amount of non-essentials slide. Cost takes the form of : Transport lift for men and equipment and their maintenance. This is especially
unwelcome in forward areas.
b.
Road space and camp space.
c.
Security. Survey must have advance information, but the risk of leakage is an
item in the Service’s cost.
One of the DD’s chief problems is the maintenance of a proper balance between service
and cost.
a.

73. Tasks.
The duties of the Survey Service are : (a) The making or procuring and revising of maps, and their distribution. All other

duties are trivial in comparison with this the main task.
(b) The surveying of airfields and sites for other installations.
(c) The preparation of block-plots, and of theatre-gridded verticals (para 63) if the
latter are required. But not the actual provision of the photographs.
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(d) The provision of tidal and beach gradients information for combined ops.
(e) The drawing and printing of defence overprints, but not the interpretation of

photographs for this purpose.
(f) The printing of plans and diagrams drawn by staff and services for their own
(g)
(h)

(i)
(j)

purposes. Assistance may be given with drawing, but that is not a Survey duty.
The provision of trig data for the R.A. See para 95. Doubtfully included. Also,
the fixing of AA sites.
The guiding of troops, where absence of maps or of natural feature makes it
impossible for troops to find the way themselves. This will seldom or never arise
in SE Asia in the present war, and still less so in the next.
Perimeter defence of their own installations.
When the role of the Army is the preparation of defensive positions, as in Iraq in
1941-42, there may be great scope for ordinary ground survey and triangulation.

74. Relations with the General Staff.
In an Army HQ, the DD Survey is responsible to the Chief of Staff (BGS), not specifically to
either the Ops or I

Branches. In practice in 14th Army DD Survey has obtained his information
indiscriminately from Ops, I and Plans, checking over his programme with the BGS once or
twice weekly. On principle, though we have never done it in 14 Army, it is desirable that
some one officer (probably G1 Ops) should be charged with the duty of seeing that DD Svy
receives all information which it is necessary for him to have.
In a theatre as well mapped as SE Asia, it is practically never necessary for DD Survey to
attend a conference, in the true sense of the word, namely a meeting at which plans are
discussed and decisions made as to what is practicable. This is because Survey should
always be able to supply minimum essentials whenever required, and no operation should
ever be influenced by a “Cannot be done” from Survey.
On the other hand, it is most essential that survey should get the earliest possible news,
not only of what is decided on, but of the various plans that map possibly be put into
operation. The latter are most important, for hard experience has shown that putting all
resources into the plan of the moment, to the exclusion of alternatives which probably
get adopted later, will result in misfortune. Survey must prepare for all possible plans,
with only quite a slight bias towards that currently accepted. The extent to which he
should legislate for changes if plan is another of DD Survey’s chief problems. The Staff
will generally press too strongly for all to be concentrated on the current plan.
Close relations with Q(Ops) are also essential for map distribution purposes.
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Mark my words
By The Editor

This is a new and hopefully fun
part of the newsletter suggested by John Mobbs. This
photo is of a standard three-anda-half inch bronze RA Svy ground
mark set in concrete, cast insitu,
with the survey station
name/number ‘19’ stamped into
the mark which is oriented to be
read facing north. Erected over
the mark is the RA Svy angle iron
quadrapod with apron and vanes
with holes.
The challenge. Some of you out
there know about this mark or
maybe can have a good guess as
to: where is the mark; when and
who established it; when, how
and who surveyed it; what was it
a part of etc? Please send me your entries and I will publish the correct information in the
next newsletter.
I know that there are many photos of survey stations out there, not only just survey marks
but also surrounding landscapes, or people working and living there, so please send them to
me as entries in ‘Mark my words’.

Postcards
From Peter Jensen
Jenny and I met with Dawn Laing on a Saturday morning before Christmas for a chat over a
cup of coffee and cake. Dawn had been sorting through a few boxes and had a few things of
Alex’s (late Colonel Alex Laing – Director of Survey 1983 - 1988) that she wondered if the
Association would like. There were two bottles of Corps port, which I graciously accepted on
behalf of the Association to use for toasts at appropriate functions, if they are still okay – a
1989 Army Svy Regt Officer’s Mess and a 1990 RA Svy 75th Anniversary Port. Amongst the
papers were photographs from 1960s survey operations in Western Australia which I will scan
and send them on to the WA Association and of perhaps historical significance is an original
Message to all Members of the Australian Survey Corps on the occasion of final victory over
Japan (VJ day) on 15 August 1945, from Colonel Fitzgerald then Director of Survey, which I
will offer to the Australian War Memorial. Thank you very much Dawn for these
contributions.
The family of the late Brigadier Don MacDonald AM – Director of Survey 1960 -1967 has
contacted me in regards to their father’s papers. We plan to meet in the next few months.
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Our Association Calendar 2019 – the fridge magnet
Thurs 25th April 2019

ANZAC Day march, commemorative service and lunch

Mon 1st July 2019

Corps 104th birthday lunch

Mon 11th November 2019

Remembrance Day dinner

November/December 2019

SNAGA Survey Golf Day

Thu 5th December 2019

Christmas Happy-Hour – The Duxton Bar and Restaurant,
O’Connor shops at 5pm
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